U.S. sets up war on Venezuela

By Cheryl LaBash
Washington, D.C.

U.S. imperialism is preparing a new flashpoint in its political and economic war against Bolivia’s Venezuela for Feb. 23. Self-appointed but U.S.-sanctioned pretender Juan Guaidó announced on Feb. 12 intentions to directly confront Venezuelan sovereignty with what he says will be “humanitarian aid” caravans crossing from nearby Colombia.

The statement of the Revolutionary Government of Cuba, reported at Graciosa on Feb. 17, called on the international community to mobilize to prevent the U.S. military adventure against Venezuela.

Cuba’s statement noted: “Between Feb. 6 and 10 of 2019, several military transport aircraft have flown to the Rafael Miranda Airport in Puerto Rico, the San Isidro Air Base in the Dominican Republic and other strategically located Caribbean islands, most certainly without the knowledge of the governments of those nations. These flights took off from U.S. military facilities where Special Operations, Troops, and U.S. Marine Corps units operate. These units have been used for covert operations, even against leaders of other countries. . . . It is clear that the United States is paving the way to forcibly establish a humanitarian corridor under international supervision, in order to provide legal cover to protect citizens and take all necessary steps.”

“It is worth recalling that similar behaviors and pretexts were used by the U.S. during the prelude to wars it launched against Yugoslavia, Iraq and Libya, which resulted in tremendous human losses and caused enormous suffering.”

On Feb. 9, Stars and Stripes, a U.S. Defense Department-approved publication, reprinted the Miami Herald’s report focusing on denials about a small weapons shipment on a charter air cargo shipper’s plane from Miami International Airport to Colombia and Venezuela.

The Air America playbook

During dozens of flights, the plane often returned to Miami for only a few hours before flying again to South America. The article reported, “In many cases, the flights would head on to Bogotá or Medellín before returning to Miami.”

“If a U.S. entity was trying to provide arms to a Venezuelan resistance movement, it would be taking a familiar page from the history books. The CIA operated a dummy airline called Air America, from the early 1950s until the mid 1970s for air operations in Southeast Asia, including airdropping weapons to friendly forces.”

“More than a decade later, Sandinista soldiers shot down a cargo plane taking weapons to the U.S.-backed Contra rebels fighting the Nicaraguan government. A U.S. Marine veteran, Eugene Hasenfus, survived the 1986 crash and told reporters he was working for the CIA, paving the way for his release and return to the United States.”

“Curiously, one of the figures in the Ronald Reagan administration instrumental in delivering support to the Contras, former assistant secretary of state Elliott Abrams, was named by President Donald Trump late last month as his special envoy overseeing policy towards Venezuela.”

On Feb. 13, first-term Minnesota Congressman Omar bravely confronted Abrams in the House Foreign Affairs Committee hearing titled “Venezuela at a Crossroads.” The public hearing featured Abrams’s pro-imperialist representatives of the U.S. State Department Bureau of Energy Resources and the U.S. Agency for International Development. The hearing was disrupted by protesters three times as Abrams began speaking.

Committee members spoke against U.S. military intervention in Venezuela, but bought the manufactured imperialist narrative, even displaying pictures of the bridge supposedly closed by the Maduro government to prevent humanitarian aid — a bridge that had never been open.

However, it is important to remember how anti-intervention public and congressional sentiment has been turned around. Opposition to the invasion of Iraq in 1990-1991 was overcome by false claims of atrocities by Iraqi soldiers abroad.

Opposition growing

On Feb. 14, Puerto Rican activists demonstrated their solidarity with President Nicolás Maduro, protesting the use of their nation to attack Socialist Venezuela at the Federal Court in Old San Juan. Former political prisoner Oscar López Rivera spoke outside the action.

Significantly, demonstrations in Colombia have supported Venezuelan sovereignty.

Dozens and protests worldwide and throughout the U.S. continue, with coordinated demonstrations planned on Feb. 17, a national protest in Washington, D.C., on March 16, followed by the No to NATO action on March 30, which will also feature policy towards Venezuela.”

Although the U.S. claims 50 countries line up with its aggression, there are 193 countries in the U.N., meaning 143 countries will continue to buy oil from Venezuela. China and Russia have spoken out against U.S. aggression.

Monroe Doctrine, 1823 and 2019

In 1823, U.S. President James Monroe declared the Americas the Caribbean to be the U.S. sphere of influence. Monroe recognized existing European colonies, but declared that any new European attempt to colonize the U.S. ignored the struggles for independence from Spain being waged by Simón Bolívar or the great Haitian revolution.

Since the 1950s, the United States has colonized countries in Africa, Latin America and East and West Asia (also known as the Middle East) have fought for independence and control of their resources, allying in, for example, the Non-Aligned Movement and the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

While Trump’s planned “wall” against migrants at the border with Mexico is racist and against people seeking refuge, the renewal of the Monroe Doctrine that the Americans are the U.S. backyard is an act of hostility against a world yearning to develop independently of U.S. imperialism.

Remember the Maine, the Lusitania, the Gulf of Tonkin — and prepare to resist the current false narrative and any dramatic incident used as a pretext for intervention.
The border is still crossing us
Troops, family separation and barriers threaten people, environment

By M. Tiahui

According to a statement released by the Defense Department, an additional 3,750 U.S. troops will head to the Texas-Mexico border for 90 days to aid in placing razor wire as well as with mobile surveillance operations. The troop buildup is a result of militarization of the border with troops, Border Patrol and other agents is not just a publicity stunt by the Trump administration, as some media are styling it. The military presence is a threat to the thousands of refugees who seek to enter the U.S. and to people in the U.S. who want to open the borders and support the refugees. The troop increase also comes at a time when the labor struggle has intensified in the maquiladoras (factories in Mexico run by foreign companies, many of them from the U.S.) in cities just over the border such as Tijuana, Ciudad Juárez and Matamoros in northern Mexico.

Maquiladoras employ over a million workers, often in sweatshop conditions. In Matamoros, 25,000 striking workers from 48 plants recently won their demands for “20/32,” receiving a 20 percent pay raise and a bonus of 32,000 pesos. Workers elsewhere in the region are also walking out to demand higher wages. The governors of New Mexico and California have both publicly stated that they will not let National Guard troops from their states participate in the border buildup, but many other states are collaborating.

While the Democrats are talking a big game about how they refused to capitulate to Trump’s border funding demands, they have in fact aligned themselves with the agenda of keeping Brown and Black people from entering the country through the southern border.

The congressional “compromise” agreement reached in mid-February in hopes of preventing another partial shutdown includes a “smart bar- rier” proposal will fill the pockets of high-tech and military contractors. Both capitalist parties have agreed to increase in the number of detention beds.

Some Democrats hypocritically supported this while simultaneously opposing the Tijuana “Deal” plan. Yet the federal government is waiving dozens of laws protecting the air, land and water necessary to build these destructive barriers.

On Feb. 14, the White House announced that Trump would sign the “Emergency” order, under which the development of a “national emergency” to bypass Congress and fund a border wall anyway.

U.S. continues to kidnap refugee children

Meanwhile, refugee families entering the U.S. continue to be separated and imprisoned every day. The federal government immigration authorities do not know how many children are in custody. Earlier this month, the Trump administration admitted that it is not keeping track of all the children, that they may not be reunited with their families, that there are thousands more than they had originally estimated, and that they are continuing to separate families. Attorney involvements in lawsuits over this crime estimate that more than 10,000 children have been separated from their families.

Some in the media and government point to the admission of not keeping sufficient track of the children as in-competence on the part of the Trump administration and their hired hands who enforce these policies. But if anyone actually wanted to do so, it would be relatively easy to keep track of the children and families in this age of computerized databases.

The number of children on the border and its mechanisms may very well be intentionally choosing not to keep track of the children. In a particularly vicious display of their imperial power, they are traumatizing and terrorizing the families as a “deterrent” to their crossing the border. Children are moved around like chess pieces, sometimes thousands of miles away from family members.

Will some of the children, never be returned to their families? That is quite plausible. Jonathan White, who is supposedly leading the Health and Human Services Department’s efforts to reunite migrant children with their parents, papered over the facts that some children are not being reunited with their families by saying that removing children from “sponsor” homes to rejoin their par- ents would further traumatize them. This is a cover to rationalize keeping the children in foster homes or putting them up for adoption.

The majority of refugee fam- ilies are Indigenous. This theft of In- digenous children to “save” them is reminiscent of longstanding govern- ment policies that forced Indigenous children in the U.S. and Canada into adoptions and residential schools and that continue to feed them into the foster care system.

With international adoptions in Guatemala and some other countries limited to U.S.-based organizations, the Trump administration is taking advantage of immigrant parents in an effort to profit from this new pool of refugee children, enabled by the supposed inability of authorities and agencies to keep track of the whereabouts of refugee families.

Border resistance continues

Immigration and Customs En- forcement (ICE) detains them- selves are doing what they can to re- sist the nightmare in which they find themselves, including the “El Paso 9,” hunger-striking Sikh men de- tained by ICE who have been placed in solitary confinement and are being brutally force-fed.

In Texas on Feb. 6, evacuating equipment rolled into the area of the National Butterfly Center in pre- paration for construction of a barrier there. The Butterfly Center is seeking a restraining order since any barrier will be highly destructive to butterflies and many other species of life.

In the same area, Carrizo Come- crudo Indigenous allies march in protest on the Rio Grande levee where the wall will be built. “We’ve had enough. They are dig- ing up our people and any time that you dig anybody up and you put them somewhere else, that’s just ethnic cleansing all over again… genocide,” according to tribal chairman Juan Mancias.

The Carrizo Comecruzo and allies are currently establishing camps on the riverbanks near several ancestral areas, including a graveyard in dan- ger of destruction. Local police and the FBI are reportedly trying to un- dermine this peaceful resistance.

The Indigenous Tohono O’odham nation continues to oppose plans for border walls or other barriers. Their reservation is roughly the size of Connecticut and straddles the co- lonial border. Around 2,000 of their tribal members live on the Mexican side. The increased Border Patrol and military presence has made simple things such as visiting relatives and friends much more difficult.

Protest at Texas border left. Washington is violating Indigenous sovereignty and waiving dozens of laws to build destructive barriers.
Shedding light on AIPAC, Israel and imperialism
Hands off Rep. Ilhan Omar!

By Scott Scheffer

Newly elected U.S. Rep. Ilhan Omar of Minnesota is under attack by members of both the Democratic and Republican parties because she has called out a pro-Israel lobbying organization, the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). Omar is a Somali-American woman, and along with Rep. Rashida Tlaib, is one of the first two Muslim women elected to the U.S. Congress.

The fury unleashed against Omar brings to mind the struggle of Rep. Adam Clayton Powell Jr., who was one of the early African-American leaders of the Civil Rights movement during the 1950s and 1960s. Like Omar’s critique of AIPAC, Powell’s fight against racism was unacceptable in the halls of Congress.

After a long and valiant struggle, Powell was forced out of his congressional seat. Yet in the process, he was embraced by anti-racist and progressive activists, not only in his congressional district in Harlem, but nationwide.

The progressive movement of today needs to be ready to stand with Rep. Omar against this current racist and reactionary AIPAC campaign.

AIPAC is the lobbying group whose mission it is to keep U.S. elected officials paying no mind to Israel’s bloody repression of the Palestinian liberation struggle. It’s considered one of the most influential lobbying organizations in Washington.

AIPAC facilitates frequent, large campaign contributions to candidates, and any workers who had supported supplies global brands such as Timberland, UGG, The North Face and Adidas in the U.S. Congress.

After the Pulido Apparel Company closed its factories in December, citing losses, it began rehiring some of the workers but banned union leaders and any workers who had supported the union.

Since Jan. 21, as many as 350 workers at Pulido Apparel have been demanding that the company, which supplies global brands such as Timberland, UGG, The North Face and J-Crew, increase the minimum wage and reinstate the union members. The strikers also demanded that management remove restrictions on activists who have participated in the ongoing protests.

Read more at tinyurl.com/yycs8hl

PHILIPPINES
Workers demand return of union leaders

After the Pulido Apparel Company closed its factories in December, citing losses, it began rehiring some of the workers but banned union leaders and any workers who had supported the union.

The U.S. treasury funds the Israeli occupation of Palestine and the bloody repression against the Palestinian people.

But those millions that AIPAC spends are overshadowed by the billions of dollars dispensed from the U.S. treasury to fund the Israeli occupation of Palestine and the bloody repression against the Palestinian people carried out to maintain it.

Israel: military outpost of U.S. imperialism

Reuters reported on Jan. 29 that Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham and Democratic Sen. Chris Coons, after returning from one of the previous-mentioned all-expenses-paid trips to Israel, called for the $38 billion in military aid already guaranteed to Israel over the next 10 years to be considered only “a floor.”

Perhaps the bribery of the trip helped them to feel good about their words, but this funding has been a constant of U.S. imperialism for decades and few have ever even hinted at an interruption of the funding — even in the aftermath of some of the worst atrocities committed by the IDF.

Israel is a military outpost for the interests of U.S. imperialism as it seeks to extend its control over oil resources and strategic military advantage throughout the Middle East and North Africa. The historic theft of Palestine, a bloody land-grab much like the genocidal campaign against Indigenous people in the Americas, was and remains central to the interests of U.S. imperialism.

The struggle against U.S.-backed and U.S.-funded Israeli apartheid cannot be won in Congress. The anti-war and anti-racist movements need to defend Rep. Omar and extend support for the Palestinian people in the streets. Hands off Ilhan Omar! Palestine will never die!

 Charges dropped against Black Lives leader

By John Parker

Los Angeles

A tremendous victory occurred Feb. 7 at the Los Angeles County Criminal Justice Courthouse when City Attorney Mike Feuer was forced to drop all charges against the leading coordinator of Los Angeles Black Lives Matter, Dr. Melina Abdullah.

Abdullah was facing criminal charges that could have meant significant jail time for protesting at Police Commission hearings. The agreement to drop the charges, reached after months of protests, petitions and packed courtrooms, also struck down the justification for her arrest, making protests at the commission hearings easier to continue.

At a press conference outside of the courthouse immediately following the victory, Abdullah thanked the community leaders who worked pro bono and folks representing the legacy of Black liberation struggles in this country. She praised a member of the San Francisco 8 — Black Panther members who were tortured by the state — and the Nation of Islam providing security for her after she received violent threats, and the many activists of every ethnicity that refused to give up the fight.

VICTORY!

All charges against the leading coordinator of Los Angeles Black Lives Matter, Dr. Melina Abdullah, were dropped after months of protests, petitions and packed courtrooms.
I know anything, it is about people such as you; I am a man of the people. I was born and raised in a poor neighborhood of Caracas. I forged myself in the heat of popular and union struggles in a Venezuela submerged in exclusion and inequality. I am not a tycoon, I am a worker in reason and heart. Today I have the great privilege of presiding over the new Venezuela, rooted in the model of inclusive development and social equality, which was forged by Commander Hugo Chávez since 1998, inspired by the Bolivarian legacy. We live today at a historical crossroad. These are days that will define the future of our countries between war and peace. Your national representatives in Washington want to bring to our borders the same hatred that they planted in Vietnam. They want to invade and intervene in Venezuela— they say, as they said then—in the name of democracy and freedom. But it’s not like that. The story of the usurpation of power in Venezuela is as false as the weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. It is a false case, but it can have dramatic consequences for our entire region.

Venezuela is a country that, by virtue of its 1999 Constitution, has broadly expanded the participatory and active democracy of the people, and that is unprecedented today, as one of the countries with the largest number of electoral processes in its last 20 years. You might not like our ideology or our appearance, but we exist and we are millions.

I address these words to the people of the United States of America to warn of the gravity and danger intended by some sectors in the White House to invade Venezuela with unpredictable consequences for my country and for the entire American region. President Donald Trump also intends to disrupt the noble dialogue initiatives promoted by Uruguay and Mexico, with the support of CARICOM, for a peaceful solution and dialogue in favor of Venezuela. We know that for the good of Venezuela we have to sit down and talk, because to refuse to dialogue is to choose force as a way. Keep in mind the words of John F. Kennedy: “Let us never negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate.” Are those who do not want dialogue afraid of the truth? The political intolerance towards the Venezuelan Bolivarian model and the desires for our immense oil resources, minerals, and other great riches, has prompted an international coalition headed by the U.S. government to commit the serious insanity of militarily attacking Venezuela under the false excuse of a non-existent humanitarian crisis.

The people of Venezuela have suffered painful social wounds caused by a criminal commercial and financial blockade, which has been aggravated by the dispossession and robbery of our financial resources and assets in countries aligned with this demented onslaught.

And yet, thanks to a new system of social protection, of direct attention to the most vulnerable sectors, we proudly continue to be a country with a high human development index and lower inequality in the Americas.

The people in the U.S. must know that this complex, multiform aggression is carried out with total impunity and in clear violation of the Charter of the United Nations, which expressly outlaws the threat or use of force, among other principles and purposes, for the sake of peace and the friendly relations between nations.

We want to continue being business partners of the people of the United States, as we have been throughout our history. Their politicians in Washington, on the other hand, are willing to send their sons and daughters to die in an absurd war, instead of respecting the sacred right of the Venezuelan people to self-determination and safeguarding their sovereignty.

Like you, people of the United States, we Venezuelans are patriots. And we shall defend our homeland with every piece of our soul. Today Venezuela is united in a single outcry: we demand the cessation of the aggression that seeks to suffocate our economy and socially suffocate our people, as well as the cessation of the serious and dangerous threats of military intervention against Venezuela. We appeal to the good soul of American society, a victim of its own leaders, to join our call for peace. Let us all be one people against warmongering and war.

Long live the peoples of America!

Nicolás Maduro
President of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela

¡Que viva los pueblos de América!